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ABSTRACT
We first explain why any reduced descriptions, such as mean field approximation,

arc stochastic in nature. This concept is illustrated on the schematic example of the
Hysteresis circle of two compasses. We study the dynamical behaviour of unstable sys-
tems, characterized by the occurence of bifurcations or phase transitions. Concerning
nuclear matter, we discuss the spinodal instability in two dimensions. In such a crit-
ical situation, we explore the possibility to replace the stochastic part of the collision
integral in the Boltzmann-Langevin model by the numerical noise associated with the
finite number of test particles in ordinay BUU treatment.

1. Introduction

Heavy ion reactions are a unique tool for the study of nuclei under extreme con-
ditions (of temperature, density, deformation,...). The analysis of such complex reac-
tions is mediated by the understanding of the reaction dynamics. In particular, intense
experimental and theoretical efforts are currently being directed at understanding the
mechanisms responsible for the observed production of complex fragments in heavy-
ion collisions.

The mean-field approximation has been found to be a very good starting point for
understanding numerous properties of the nuclear many-body system [1, 2]. For ex-
ample, the main features of the nuclear ground-state is well described by the Hartree-
Fock theory, in which the nuclear wave function is taken as a Slater determinant
representing the motion of independent nucléons [3]. The mean-field, or one-body,
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approximations have been also developed to treat excited states and dynamical prob-
lems. In particular, the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock theory, which describes the
system as a time-dependent Slater determinant, has provided a good understanding
of many features of nuclear dynamics at energies up to several MeV per nucléon [4].

More recently, the Hartree-Fock approximation has been extended to describe hot
nuclei [5, 6]. Such an extension can be made in a relatively simple manner by allowing
the single-particle orbitals, |^,), to have fractional occupancies, i.e. allow fractional
values of the occupancies /, in the one-body density operator p = ]Ci |&)/i(&|i m sta-
tistical equilibrium /,• will then be given by the appropriate Fermi-Dirac distribution.
A more complicated approach (which is correspondingly more powerful) is to approx-
imate the many-body density matrix by the exponential of a one-body operator. This
is equivalent to considering a statistical ensemble of Slater determinants.

Generalizing to time-dependent problems, the former approach naturally leads
to a master equation for the occupancy coefficients fi(t). The most developed de-
scription of this kind is currently the socalled Boltzmann-Uhling-Uhlenbeck model
which describes the evolution of the one-body phase-space density / ( r , p , t ) in the
self-consistent effective one-body field, augmented by the average effect of the residual
direct two-body collisions [7]. The BUU model has been very successful in describ-
ing a large variety of observables associated with nuclear collisions at energies in the
range of tens to hundreds of MeV per nucléon.

Within this class of models various scenarii have been proposed to understand the
production of fragments [8, 9, 10,11, 12] the collision leading to various exotic shapes,
disks, dilute systems, tori, bubbles ... Since these structures are unstable they will
eventually lead to the fragmentation of the system as schematized on Fig. 1.

The descriptions examplified by the BUU model are well suited for processes
exhibiting a sufficient degree of dynamical stabib'ty, in the sense that the various pos-
sible histories do not differ much. However, for more general problems, and especially
if instabilities and bifurcations are involved, such an average description is inade-
quate and the second type of description mentioned above provides a more promising
starting point, since it allows the consideration of an entire ensemble of Slater deter-
minants, each one evolving differently. Such a stochastic one-body approach is akin
to the description of a brownian particle (the one-body density) coupled to a com-
plicated system which is not described in detail (the many-body correlations). The
retained degrees of freedom, i.e. the one-body density, then appear to be responding
to a stochastic influence whose characteristic features depends on the specifics of the
coupling to the "heat bath".

The recently developed Boltzmann-Langevin model [13] can be regarded as a
semiclassical example of such stochastic one-body theories. In its most common ver-
sion, the souce of stochasticity is the two-body collisions whose average effect were
already included in the BUU model. The inclusion of their stochastic part as well
leads to a conceptually consistent theory without the need for introducing any ad-
ditional physical parameters (since the fluctuations are fundamentally related to the
average characterisistics). This BL model is therefore a leading candidate theory for
addressing such catastrohpic phenomena as phase transitions and nuclear multifrag-
mentation. However, it is considerably more demanding of computer resources and



Fig. 1: Artistic view of an head-on-head heavy-ion collision leading to various exotic structures
which may undergo many different multifragmentations during their evolution stage. This is a
typical illustration of the role of the instabilities and chaos in nuclear dynamics.



direct application to real nuclear collisions has not yet been practical.
The BL model applies to a general physical scenario, not being restricted to small

deviations from equilibrium nor to small densities or temperatures. However, before
quantitative application is made to realistic problems, it is important to test that the
model behaves properly in idealized scenarios for which reference solutions can be
obtained by independent means. So fax it has been demonstrated that the BL model
provides a physically reasonable description of the fluctuations for a Fermi gas of
nucléons, in the absense of the effective field; in particular the system approaches the
correct quantum-statistical equilibrium fluctuations and correlations [14, 15,16]. The
BL model has also recently been used to study the onset of clusterization of nuclear
matter inside the spinodal region of instability [17], and the possibility of replacing
the physical noise (arising from the collision) by a numerical noise for such processes,
thus providing a more practical method [18].

2. Projection and Stochasticity

The introduction of a stochastic picture may seem artificial because the full many-
body problem is deterministic (see the thick lines of fig 2). However, the complete
treatment of such the many-body dynamics requires the consideration of the cor-
related evolution of a large number of degrees of freedom and it is impractical. A
tractable approximation is to retain only a small part of the dynamical information
(namely the most pertinent variables such as the one-body observables or collective
modes) and to project the evolution onto the associated manyfold[19] (see the thin
lines of fig 2). In particular, conserving only the one-body density leads to the well
known mean field approximation. In general, the projected equation of evolution
for the retained variables will be non-linear and therefore the dynamics may exhibit
features such as instabilities and bifurcations (incl. chaos). However, the lack of full
information about the state of the system, both initially and in the course of time,
acts as a stochastic term in the effective equation of motion for the retained variables,
because they characterize an entire ensemble of microscopically different states of the
system. In effect, this ensemble acts as the heat bath in Brownian motion and the
equation of motion will be of the Langevin type. This is clearly seen on fig. 2 where,
conversely to the full evolution which is deterministic (the trajectory going throught
a point in the many-body density space is unique), the projected evolution presents
branchings of different trajectories from the same initial condition. This is clearly
related to the existance of correlations (the variable Dk in the drawing).

In this case one is forced to consider not only one single trajectory, in the projected
manyfold, but an ensemble of trajectories which differ because small fluctuations in
the evolution may be propagated very differently by the deterministic but non-linear
part of the effective equation of motion (see fig 3). In such a case, when chaos and
bifurcations are incountered during the evolution, the mean average trajectory (mean
field trajectory in the case of the projection on one-body observable) is no more
defined.

However, before discussing the features of such approach let us first illustrate the
origin and the role of the fluctuations on a very simple model.



D; = <A>

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the evolution of the many-body densities (thick lines) and of
their projections on the plane of the observed quantities (< A > and < B >) (thin lines in the
(Pi — D;-)-plane), The manifold corresponding to the many body density matrix which minimizes
the information (maximizes the entropy D\n(D)), with the constraint of the observables < A > and
< B >, is also shown (grey surface). The various evolutions associated with different initial many
body densities corresponding to the same observables < A > and < B > (i.e. differing only by there
correlation) are displayed.
The simplest realisation of this projection scheme is given by the mean field approximation, where
< A > and < B > are all the possible one-body observables and so the manifold corresponds to all
the possible Slater determinants.
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Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the fluctuating trajectories in the plane of the observed quantities
(< A > and < B >) when chaos and bifurcations are incountered.



Fig. 4: Artistic view of the potential energy of the two interacting compasses shown in the small
overlying picture as a function of the two angles from — tr to +7r. Please note that the two angles are
defined with opposite signs. The dark regions correspond to the higher potential energy. The white
(hashed) lines correspond to the equilibrium trajectory of 8\ (6>) while constraints are applied on
the second (first) compass. The black points can be seen as instability points (or bifurcations) while
the white arrows schematize the associated hysteresis circle.

3. A Simple Illustration:Bifurcations, Hysteresis, Phase transition and
Catastrophes

Let us consider two interacting compasses in a fieldless environment as illustrated
in Fig. 4. This system with two degrees of freedom is evolving in the potential
schematized in Fig 4 which presents many interesting features such as spontaneous
symmetry breaking (the minimum around the origin splits in two valleys which are
not symmetric for the exchange of 1 and 2), saddle points, bifurcations ... Applying a
constraint on the second compass (6-,) the system will follow the trajectory represented
by the white line until the trajectory becomes unstable (black point) and then the
system will fall in the other valley (white arrow). If we now impose d? to decrease
the system will follow a different path because it will stay in the second valley until
the other instability point (second black point) is reached and will come back to the
first valley following the second arrow. This is a typical hysteresis circle, the system
following different path when an external constraint is increased or decreased.



It is easy to understand that if we now reduce the description for example to a
mean angle 8+ = (Q\ + 62)/2 we can derive a "mean" equation of evolution, provided
that we assume some properties for the "correlation" 0_ = [6\ - 62)/2. For example
we may assume that 0_ is zero in average so that the system is supposed to evolve
on the first diagonal. This can be fine around the origin because the potential can
be approximated by two uncoupled oscillators along the diagonals. In this small
amplitude and small correlation regime the disregarded part of the dynamics, i.e. 0_,
only induces small fluctuation of the pertinent variable 6+. This is clearly not the
case for large amplitude motion because the undescribed correlation will generate the
symmetry breaking and so will determine the path followed by the system.

4. Stochastic Mean Field

From the previous example it is clear that the dynamics of the "collective" (de-
scribed or observed) variables is strongly affected by the hidden correlations. In the
case of nuclear reactions one often retains the one-body observables as pertinent vari-
ables. The higher order correlation will introduce fluctuations which can be mimic
by a stochastic term. The correlation act as a heat-bath and the one body density
is performing a brownian motion because of its interaction with the correlation-bath.
In particular, treating the two body collisions as a stochastic process one gets the
Boltzmann-Langevin equation[20, 13, 14, 21, 22] which can be written on compact
form as follows,

/ = §[ + {/, H[f] } = /[/] = /[/] + */[/!, (1)

where / ( r , p,f) is the one-body phase-space density. On the left-hand side, H[f](r.p)
is the self-consistent effective single-particle Hamiltonian governing the collision-less
Vlasov evolution. One the right-hand side, / [ / ] denotes the effect of the residual
two-body collisions, which can be decomposed into an average effect, / [ / ] , and the
fluctuating part SI[f\. The standard BUU treatment retains only the average term
/[/] and therefore produces a single dynamical trajectory for / ( r , p). The fluctuating
collision term SI[f] acts like a random "kick"on the one-body density and may there-
fore produce branchings of the dynamics, resulting in a bundle of different histories.

The physical origin of the fluctuations can be understood as follows [22, 15]: the
actual number Af of elementary collisions has a Poisson distribution characterized by
its mean value AT and so has the variance cry = Âf, The average part of the collision
integral, / [ / ] , expresses the evolution corresponding to putting Af = M for all such
elementary processes, while the fluctuating part accounts for the stochastic remainder

It is important to notice that while the deterministic treatment (BUU) is not
reliable because of its unstable and chaotic nature, the stochastic approach restores
the predictive power of the theory because it allows to sample all the accessible
solution space. This is not a miracle because the non linearities at the origin of all
the pathological features of the theory and the source of stochasticity have the same
origin, the disregarded variables, so they cannot be treated separately.

5. Linear Response Theory



In order to deeply investigate the growth of fluctuations, we start from the Linear
Response Theory, which is valid for small fluctuations and therefore it is suitable
to describe the first evolution of the system. If 5/ is the fluctuating part of the
one-body distribution function and {8fv} represents a set of eigenmodes of 6f, i.e.
èf = J^vAvSfv, and we define the observable <rl =-< AUA'U >-, it is possible to
demonstrate that the time evolution of this quantity follows the Lalime's equation:

-<rl = -2iuiuff'i + 2DU (2)
at

where wv is the eigenvalue associated to the considered mode u and £>„ represents the
fluctuation source term. If this mode is unstable and we define ru — i/u>, the solution
of the previous equation reads:

<r2(0 = A,r,(e£-l) + afc£ (3)

where cr* is the initial value of <rj. If the time is long enough, the relation (3) can be
approximately written as follows:

a'tit) % ( I U , -f trflJe v (4)

The terms DVTU and o"u play a similar role in the evolution of fluctuations: there-
fore it is possible to replace the fluctuating source term by any simple noise of the
same amplitude. In particular, using a finite number of test particles in ordinary
BUU calculations, we can introduce a noise associated to the related phase space
discretization. This noise scales like the inverse of the number of test particles per
nucléon, Nt,:iU and therefore /V<,:.,( may be tuned in order to reproduce the physical
amount of fluctuations.

G. Test in an idealized system

6.1 Thermalisation

In order to be as close as possible to a realistic nucleus-nucleus collision, we have
initialized the momentum-space distribution as two touching Fermi spheres of radius
275 MeV/c (/(p) is unity inside these spheres and vanishes outside). Finally, a four-
fold spin-isospin degeneracy has been used, in order to mimic nuclear matter.

6.1.1 Variance

Figure 5 displays the cut along the axes of the calculated variance cr- at different
stages of the evolution.

This quantity reflects the number of collisions involving the corresponding cell.
We note that the calculated variance is very close to / / at all times, as is expected.
(Initially the relation is fulfilled, because then / is either zero or one, so a1 = 0.)

This result is a very important test of the numerical accuracy of our method.

6.1.2 Tagged covariances
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The covariance depends on twice as many variables as the variance. So, it is more
difficult to present and to comprehend. We find it instructive to consider the "tagged
covariances" obtained by integrating p ' over a specified "tag" domain T

'lag (5)

The results for the tagged covariances are shown on Fig 6.
They display the features expected from the kinematics of the underlying two-

body collisions. The initial correlations reflect the only possible type of collision,
namely a particle from one of the Fermi spheres scattering off one in the other Fermi
sphere into a direction near the y axis (because the domain near the x axis is blocked).
So, in Fig.6, for which the tag domain is approximately the right Fermi sphere, at
early times the fluctuations correlate positively with those in the other Fermi sphere,
and negatively with those in the regions along the y axis, and they vanish inside the
tag domain, because two particles from the same Fermi sphere cannot collide.

At late times, the system is close to equilibrium. The possible collisions occur
between particles situated at the opposite side of the Fermi surface and feed the entire
circle around the Fermi surface. So, the observed correlations are the superposition of
two components: firstly, a strong positive correlation with the states of the possible
collision partners which are located around the Fermi surface, but on the opposite
side; and secondly, an isotropic negative correlation with the accessible final states
all around the Fermi surface.

6.2 Symmetry breaking

To illustrate these ideas we have considered an idealized case of a two-dimensional
torus at half normal density and at a temperature T=3 MeV. For the considered
force, (see ref. [18] for more details) this system lies in the spinodal instability region,
i.e. the region where the system is unstable against variation of its density. Fig
7a presents a lattice simulation [22] of the Boltzmann- Lange vin evolution in which
the one-body distribution function / experiences a stochastic evolution and therefore
fluctuates, in response to the random effect of the Langevin force. Since the mean field
is unstable, these fluctuations are amplified and eventually lead to the formation of
fragments. It is important to remark that at the initial time the density distribution
is flat; as the time increases, fluctuations coming from the stochastic part of the
collision integral are breaking this initial symmetry, leading to clusterization.

6.2.1 Simulating the Langevin Force by a Simple Noise

In Fig.7b, we show the same time evolution in the case of a BUD calculation
using 90 test particles. Now fluctuations are present since the beginning due to
the finite sampling of the phase space distribution but starting from a given time (
i =̂  50 fm/c) the evolution becomes comparable to that of the lattice calculation
(part a), reaching finally a similar structure. The comparison between lattice and
BUU calculations using a different number of test particles is represented in fig.8. In
this Figure one can see that the variance associated with a given mode characterized
by the wave number k a\ follows the relation (3). In the lattice case <r[.(Q) — 0,
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while in the test particle calculations the initial amount of fluctuations is given by
o-̂ (O) = LxpjLyNici and the diffusion coefficient is négligeable. Therefore, if the used
number of test particles is suitable, it is possible to reproduce the asymptotic results
of the lattice calculations. In our case it happens using 90 test particles per nucléon.
Anyway, there is a range of test particle numbers which could be used obtaining
not very much different results. Indeed, as we can see from Fig. 8, the advance
that we observe in the clusterization time is only 20 fm/c using a smaller number
of test particles (Nleat =20) . This is due to the fact that since the instabilities are
exponentially increasing the time to reach a given amplitude of the fluctuation is a
logarithmic function of the number of test particles per nucléon.

We wish to emphasize that in general the identification of an optimal value of Nt,:!li
cannot be made as easily as in the idealized test scenario considered here. Typically,
the system is undergoing a continual expansion and cooling (and it is not uniform),
and the unstable modes then exhibit a more complicated dynamics. However, it
must be noted that fluctuations are important neither before the system becomes
unstable, since they are not amplified at this stage, nor after the fluctuations have
grown to macroscopic size, because then their further development is dominated by
the exponential amplification by the effective field. Therefore, the important physical
conditions are those prevailing during a relatively brief time window of the order of t^
after the system has entered the unstable region. By studying the physical properties
of the system during the collision, and extracting the shortest amplification constant,
it would be possible to determine that time window and to approximately match the
numerical noise to the physical fluctuations over it, provided the physical conditions
are not changing too rapidly over this period.

7. Conclusion and out-look Spinodal instabilities in 3D calculations

We wish to conclude that the advantage of the proposed approximate test-particle
method is that it makes practically possible to perform meaningful three-dimensional
simulations of nuclear collisions, a task that is presently beyond feasibility for the
exact Boltzmann-Langevin model. Let us consider a three dimensional nuclear sys-
tem. From the dispersion relation we get the growth time of fluctuations for different
values of temperature and density, for a given unstable mode, as it is shown in Fig.9.
In the considered region, this typical time grows both with density and temperature
when approaching the spinodal boarder line.

Finally Fig. 10 shows the number of test particles that one has to use in order
to match the Boltzmann-Langevin results. This number decreases both with density
and temperature, since the collision number, and then the fluctuation source term,
increase going to higher density and temperature.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the two-body collision integral is not the
only source of fluctuations in nuclear dynamics. This fact is perhaps most evident at
lower energies where the Pauli blocking prevents most of the collisions to occure. In
such a case, the fluctuations observed for deep-inelastic reactions have been largely
understood as associated with the stochasticity of the individual nucléon transfers
[23], A suggestion is to introduce a fluctuation in the effective field, SH, which can be
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done already at the level of the Vlasov equation [24]. Hopefully, by confronting careful
calculations based on well-controlled approximations with experimental data, it will
ultimately be possible to ascertain the relative importance of the various possible
mechanisms.

Many thanks are due to P. Fox for his important role in the elaboration of this
Work.
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